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Itinerary
Day 1 Australia –Beijing
Fly with Air China on CA174(2040/0440 for March 2040/0630
from May to Sep) from Sydney and CA166(2015/0500 for
March 2000/0550) from Melbourne. Please make sure that
you are at the International airport 3 hours prior departure.
Hotel: Ramada Beijing North or similar
Day 2 Beijing
Upon arrival in the early morning. Our guide will meet and
greet you at the airport. Then transfer you to your hotel .
Due to check in time is 14:00, you may leave the luggage at
the reception and our guide will take you to a nearby coffee
shop for breakfast( at your own expense) or you can pay
$80/person for an early check in. ( then you can check into
hotel upon arrival and have breakfast in the hotel ) The rest
of the day will be at leisure.
Hotel: Ramada Beijing North or similar
Day 3 Beijing
Today‘s excursion, (at extra program fee RMB575/person
with lunch) we will visit the Forbidden City, the former seat
of the emperors throughout the Ming and Qing dynasties. It
is a true architectural masterpiece and home to the National
Palace Museum. After an included lunch, proceed to the
Summer Palace, a former royal retreat and now a lovely
part. Then visit a Chinese Herbal Institute to learn about
traditional Chinese medicine.
This evening, we will enjoy "Peking Duck" banquet (at extra
program fee RMB295/person).
Hotel: Ramada Beijing North or similar
Day 4 Beijing
Today's highlight is an excursion to the majestic Great Wall
(Juyongguan), one of the “Seven Wonders of the World”!
Recognized by UNESCO, and get a chance to climb a portion
of this 3,700-mile marvel. Then tour the iconic “Beijing 2008
Olympic Center”; which includes the famous Bird's Nest and
Water Cube which now hosts many spectacular opening
ceremonies and events. Although there is no tour inside
these buildings, it is a magnificent architectural structure
from the outside, providing a perfect photo opportunity.Visit
one of the largest Jade Exhibitions in Asia enroute. After
lunch, see skilled artisans work at a Cloisonné Factory.
Tonight, You can enjoy the famous Beijing Kung fu show (at
extra program fee RMB400/person).
Hotel: Ramada Beijing North or similar
Day 5 Beijing –Xian
Fly to XIan in the morning on CA1209 (1010/1220)，our tour
representative will meet and greet you at the airport. The
local representative will transfer you to your hotel.
Hotel: Grand Soluxe International Hotel or similar
Day 6 Xian
Today we will visit erra Cotta Warriors Museum (at extra
program fee RMB610), Take a walking on Ancient City Wall
with Lunch Witness the famous "Terra Cotta Warriors".
Next, you'll head to the Terra Cotta Replication Factory.
After lunch, the motor coach takes us back inside city limits

to visit the Ancient City Wall.Then go to Academy gate.
Tonight we will enjoy a Tang Dynasty Stage Dancing Show
(at extra program fee RMB365).
Hotel: Grand Soluxe International Hotel or similar
Day 7 Xian - Hangzhou
Fly to Hangzhou in the morning on CA1904 (1140/1350)
described by Marco Polo as "the most beautiful and
magnificent city in the world". Visit No.1 Tea Plantation
and taste the well-known Dragon Well Tea. Many studies
say that green tea is excellent for your health. Dragon Well
Tea is the best Green Tea in China. In the evening, you will
enjoy the show “Impression West Lake” (at extra program
fee RMB603), and see the story of West Lake come alive
before your eyes.
Hotel: The Dragon Hotel or similar
Day 8 Hangzhou -Suzhou
Morning coach to Suzhou–the city of paradise, also known
as the Oriental Venice for its exquisite canals, bridges,
pagodas, and beautiful gardens. Suzhou is designated a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. We will tour the Lingering
Garden, a classic private garden with 500 years of history.
Next, visit the Suzhou Silk Factory, the largest silk factory
in the country to discover the mysterious processing of silk.
you will enjoy cruise along the ancient canal (at extra program
fee RMB260) from the city to the picturesque Grand Canal.
Hotel: Suzhou Jasmine Hotel or similar
Day 9 Suzhou-Wuxi
Morning coach to Wuxi. then we will visit the Li Garden (at
extra program fee RMB330), which is located in the bank of
the Lake Li with beautiful scene. It is also one of the main
beautiful spots of Tai Lake, which is the key scenic area of
China. It covers an area of 5.2 hectares. It is famed for the
water scenery. This morning tour the Brilliance of Lake Lihu
located at Famous Lake Taihu, followed by visit a Fresh
Water Pearl Farm.
Hotel: Grand Park Wuxi or similar
Day 10 Wuxi –Shanghai
In the morning,Coach to Shanghai. Tour Shanghai Museum
and see ancient Chinese art, furniture and jade, followed by
a visit to an Emerald exhibition center. Then visit Nanjing
road. In the evening, you will enjoy amazing Huangpu River
Night Cruise(at extra program fee RMB400).
Hotel: Rezen Hotel Shanghai Zhiwei Century or similar
Day 11 Shanghai-Beijing –Australia
Today is a day at leisure and you can leave your luggage
at the hotel concierge and go sightseeing on your own or
last minute shopping but make sure that you come back by
15:00 at the hotel lobby and we will head to airport for your
flight home on via Beijing to either Sydney or Melbourne.
You can prepaid all program fee at discount early bird price
A$750. The advantage of this is you do not need carry cash
with you and save money at the same time.

